
3 EXTENSIVE RANGE

3 QUALITY PRODUCTS

3 FREE DELIVERY IN 24 HOURS
On orders over £100* (in-stock products only)

3 NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

3 TRADE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
Ask in-store

*Applies to mainland UK only and excludes Northern Scotland.

YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP

Available from your local Eurocell branch, composite fencing 

systems are just one of the great products Eurocell offers. 

With 140+ branches nationwide, each offering over 4000 

products in-store, Eurocell is your one-stop-shop for building 

plastics solutions. From roofline, to skirting boards to  

ancillaries and more – we are the building plastics experts.

COMPOSITE FENCING

Product specification is subject to change without notification. Please also note that 

colours shown are illustrative only, as the printing process does not allow 100% 

accurate colours to be reproduced.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

Maintenance-free UK manufactured

20

20-year guarantee

for peace of mind

Tough and 

hard-wearing

Saves you time 

and money!

Looks and feels 

like wood

Transform gardens with stylish,

low-maintenance composite fencing
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TRANSFORM YOUR 

CUSTOMERS’ GARDENS 

The unique finish of composite fencing 

will add beauty and complement  

a gardens natural surroundings.

The incredibly light fencing panels 

are incredibly strong, making general 

handling and transportation easy.

SAVE MONEY 

Composite fencing will work out 

much cheaper over time compared to 

timber panels, which would need to 

be maintained every couple of years. 

Compare the facts!

Note: Although composite fencing does not require any 

maintenance to preserve the life span of the fence, it will 

weather over time and blend into the surrounding area as  

a timber fence does.

Environmentally friendly

Wood-Grain is manufactured 

from 75% recycled materials. 

In using Wood-Grain you  

can be assured that you  

are protecting the world’s 

natural resources and helping 

the environment.

Use with existing posts

Simply remove the old  

wooden panels from the 

concrete posts and then slot 

the composite fencing gravel 

boards in place. In an instant 

you have a maintenance-free 

fence, which not only looks 

good, but is easy to install and 

never needs treating.

Incredibly light

At around 5 kgs, composite 

fencing is a pleasure to work 

with. It is incredibly light 

and strong, making general 

handling and transportation 

easy. The health and safety 

risks ever present with 

concrete fence posts  

are eliminated.

Looks and feels like wood

Composite fencing’s unique 

finish will add beauty and 

complement gardens for  

years to come. Unlike  

most traditional fencing,  

Wood-Grain’s dual face 

means you can also share 

the cost with neighbours.

Replace rotten old panels

Simply remove the old panels 

from the concrete posts 

and then slot the composite 

fencing gravel boards in 

place. In an instant you 

have a maintenance-free 

fence which not only looks 

good but is easy to install 

and never needs treating.

£674.86*

* Figures based on a timber panel which would need treating a minimum of four times 

over a 10-year period, using 14 tins of preserver @ £22.49 each, 50 hours of  

your customers’ time at minimum wage of £7.20 (From 01/04/16).

£0.00

10 year maintenance cost for 10 No 6’x6’ timber panels

10 year maintenance cost for 10 No 6’x6’ composite panels

Composite fencing  

has strength

In independent testing,  

Wood-Grain proved that it 

has a much greater tensile 

strength than concrete posts, 

as the combined weight of 56 

stones demonstrates! It will 

even flex in strong winds.


